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m vill sy och som går
aljerna eller den roliga
till bekväma plagg och
et möjligt att sy just de
vill du så kan du – lära
kanske får du till och
av bara farten. Enjoy!
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Easy-to make, attractive and functional children’s clothes
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K

ids grow and constantly need new clothes. And to be honest, how
many really nice clothes are out there in the shops? This book is for
anyone who’s keen to sew their own clothes and who appreciates the
little details that go into making something different and ingenious. Because if
you’re keen you can learn along the way! And if you’re already a dab hand with
the sewing machine, you’ll find a whole new range of patterns and ideas to add
to your repertoire.
Perhaps it’s a pair of super speedy leggings, a ballet skirt with a shower of
confetti or a cheeky little bomber jacket. The idea is not to follow our designs
100% but to have a go at making the kids’ clothes you’ve always wanted. The
clever patterns can be pieced together in almost infinite combinations, so you’ll
soon find out how much fun it is to be your own tailor. Before you know it,
you’ll have put together not one but two wardrobes and maybe come up with
an idea for a garment of your own in the process!
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